FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CARDFIGHT!! ONLINE CALLS FOR BETA TESTERS

Tokyo, Japan (January 14, 2016) – Cardfight!! Online, Bushiroad’s first English online card game for
PC, is entering its beta testing phase soon and is calling for beta testers.
Interested fans and players may register for the beta at http://bit.ly/CFO_BetaReg from January
13, 2016 at 12:00 Pacific Standard Time.
Bushiroad also mentioned that all closed beta participants will also receive a mystery reward within
Cardfight!! Online for participating. The mystery reward will be revealed before the actual launch of
Cardfight!! Online.
Bushiroad is hoping that players would assist with the testing the stability of the game and also
discover any gameplay bugs that may have escaped during the alpha testing. Any feedback would
help with improving the game, both frontend and backend before the actual launch of Cardfight!!
Online.

All beta testers’ accounts will be retained throughout the testing phase and during the live launch.
However, all data stored within this Closed Beta Test will not be carried over to the next phase of
testing or live launch.
More details regarding the Closed Beta phase will be made available through emails to all successful
applicants.
Cardfight!! Online is scheduled for release in 2016.
-----About “Cardfight!! Online”
Enter a whole new world of "Cardfight!! Vanguard" with "Cardfight!! Online"!
The ever popular trading card game "Cardfight!! Vanguard" is now available digitally and online in
"Cardfight!! Online"!
Build your own deck, hone your skills, and challenge against others online!
Cardfight!! Vanguard is a trading card game where players take up the role of the Vanguard and lead
their allies to victory. The story of the game takes place on a planet called Cray and revolves around
the conflicts between the various factions of that planet. Players choose from these factions, called
clans, which feature creatures such as dragons, faeries, insects and even dinosaurs to form their
decks and do battle with their opponents.
Cardfight!! Online Website: http://cardfight-online.com
New Trailer: https://youtu.be/BNS2D6yoZgw
Facebook: www.facebook.com/CardfightOnline
Twitter: @cfvanguard_en
For more information on Cardfight!! Online, please contact support@cardfight-online.com.
--------Bushiroad Inc. is an entertainment company known for developing Cardfight!! Vanguard, Future
Card Buddyfight, Detective Milky Holmes, Weiss Schwarz and other card games, promotional items,
smartphone applications around the world.
Bushiroad Inc. consists of 6 sub-entities: Bushiroad Inc., Bushiroad South East Asia Pte Ltd, Bushiroad
USA Inc., Bushiroad Media, Bushiroad Music, and New Japan Pro-Wrestling Co., Ltd.
Bushiroad South East Asia Pte Ltd was established in Singapore on November 12, 2011 in order to
expand the overseas market for Bushiroad card games such as Cardfight!! Vanguard, Weiβ Schwarz,
Chaos TCG and Five Qross.
Bushiroad USA Inc. was established in Los Angeles, California on May 18, 2012, to better cater to the
growing demand and interest in Cardfight!! Vanguard from both players and retailers in the USA.
--------Bushiroad - http://bushiroad.com/en/
Cardfight!! Vanguard Website - http://cf-vanguard.com/en/

